Vertigo (Tower), video, 6:26 min, colour, sound, installation loop

The tower rotates around its center in a spiraling motion
.. the vertigo and dizziness becomes visible and perceptible, not least due
to the increasing breathlessness of a choir climbing the ivory tower…
Singing, folk song: «Johnny in the snail shell has everything he wants and
what he wants he doesn’t have and what he has he doesn’t want…»

Concept, realization, Franz Gratwohl © 2009; Kunstraum Aarau, 2009
camera, sound: Pino-Max Wegmueller; constructions: Thomas Gratwohl; vocals: Heinz Aellig, Rachel Attenhofer, Franz Grathwohl, Thomas Gratwohl, Fabe Vega, Rahel Walti.

Grund, Videoanimation, Loop

Concept, Camera, Edit, Animation : © Franz Gratwohl 2007/08

Two pairs of feet are jumping up and down in a clockwise direction.
The respective soles of the feet provide the seemingly unstable base.

Hopeful Monsters, Videoanimation, 2:33 min

Concept, Pixel and Sound : © Franz Gratwohl 2007

«Hopeful monsters» is a theory that assumes evolutionary development could
proceed in big leaps (macro mutations).…. in search of an ideal creature of
flight that traverses this in-between space, inspired by the bird species closest
to mankind – the domestic hen – as well as mythological visions of flying creatures – angels, gods, Daedalus and Icarus, Phoenix – I ended up at a helpless
imitation of flying motions, using both of my arms.
In this piece of work, the «hopeful monsters» also represent the inventions of
mankind, that always bring with them two sides.

Omnivore (Allesfresser), Video, 1:00 min, no sound

A figure is gorging itself endlessly along the border.

Idea, Concept: © Franz Gratwohl 2003 / Edited by Franz Gratwohl, Marco Steffen / Camera: Marco Steffen / Performer: Mr. Arthur / Colors: Jonas Furrer

Hamlet, Video,-Performance,
Installation: Projection on the floor, 1:40 min

Idea, Concept: © Franz Gratwohl 2003, Edited by Franz Gratwohl, Marco Steffen, Camera and Performer Marco Steffen

A figure, running over the green grass, is kicking a skull. Filmed from the
perspective of the figure, only his legs and the scull are visible.

Eros, Video, 2:30 min

Running, golden figure.

Idea, Conzept: © Franz Gratwohl 2002, Actors: Anna Blume, Mr. Arthur, Sound: Jonas Cslovjecsek, Colors, Casting: Sarah Burger
Camera and Edited by: Franz Gratwohl, Marco Steffen, Thank to: Bundesamt für Sport

Sleepwalker (Schlafwandler), Video, 2:30 min

The room was divided into steps, paced out in all four directions, with
a leap in the air at all intersections and all of it was filmed. While editing
the individual steps and leaps, the figure was steered through the room
for this video. Through the “trapdoor” a section of Earth rotating in space
becomes visible.

Idea, Concept: © Franz Gratwohl 2001, Co-producer: Rahel Walti, Edited by Franz Gratwohl, Performer: Marco Steffen, Camera: Claudia Bach

Pandora, Video, 1:00 min post dubbed

The dancer’s every step and jump is digitally and analogically set to sound
like a computer game.

Idea, Conzept: © Franz Gratwohl 2001, Dancer: Lara Radda, Choreographie: Rahel Walti, Sound and foley artist: Patrik Storck, Camera: Claudia Bach, Colors: Jonas Furrer

Individuations (Individuationen), Videoanimation, 2:40 min, post dubbed, Loop

Idea, Conzept: © Franz Gratwohl 2000, Animation: Ursula Palla, Franz Gratwohl

Skin, shaped into balls, flies towards the viewer. Every skin ball is
accompanied by a human whistling sound.

Flagg, Video, 3:00 min

Idea, Conzept: © Franz Gratwohl 1999, Video: Franz Gratwohl, Ursula Palla

Sky is filmed in a mirror installed over water. Suddenly a metal ball hits the
mirror. The sky shatters, the broken mirror pieces sink into the water.
Seamlessly, the scene is replayed backwards: the broken mirror pieces
raise out of the water and with a bang reassemble to sky.

Humanizer, Video, 4:00 min, post dubbed

Idea, Concept: © Franz Gratwohl 2000, Sound: Patrik Storck, Colors and Edited by Jonas Furrer

A moth is confined to a small, empty cardboard room for a short period
of time and filmed from a TV monitor, and its movements post dubbed by
a foley artist.

The Stupidity of the Eye , Video, 1:00 min, no sound, Loop

Idea, Concept: © Franz Gratwohl 1999

One centimeter of monitor screen surface is masked perspectively and
blown up via video camera to the extent that the single pixels, piled into
pillars resembling Greek temples, become visible.

The Cold Glas, Videoanimation, 1:40 min, Loop

Idea, Concept: © Franz Gratwohl 1999, Co-producer: Stefan Halter, Programm: Julien Cotton, Sound: Hugofilm-Zentralton

Skin is digitized and in the computer multiplied into skin membranes.
These are assembled into a virtual interior space of the monitor as
breathing walls of skin. The skin membranes expand and shrink to the
quietly audible sound of breathing.

Satellites (Trabanten) / Ring of Fire, Videoinstallation, 1:40 min

Idea, Conzept: © Franz Gratwohl 1999 / Installation: Kunsthalle Tirol, GeldLust 2001

Various coins appear in irregular rhythms out of nothing, glow, then disappear again into nothingness, similar to planets. During the brief moment of
glowing, the pictures on the coins become visible: an ornament, a woman
with a tree, a fish, a dancing man, a bull, a knight on a horse, an ornament
of a ring coin, a woman sowing.

The Video of Franz Gratwohl „Swallow Value“ playfully explores the borderline
between innocence and brutal power.
On a very sublime level the video is dealing with continual current issueshe
seduction of children (and seduction in general) and the eroticism of money
with its implied power. The colored fingernails of the young child who receives
a coin like a holywafer insinuates seduction on a sexual level. Thisreligious
act connoteshe danger of innocence, obedience and willingness to seize upon
what people have to offer, unquestioned and without the possibility of checking
right against wrong.Putting something into their mouths is one of the first
things babies do inorder to learn about the world and connect with their
surroundings. Thus oral satisfaction, also as a part of being fed, plays a big
role.If this desire remains unsatisfied in adulthood it is sought to be fulfilled by
smoking, overeating, drinking. It also can be sexualized.
Addiction is another keyword pertaining to this qualified artwork – greed,
wanting more and moreleading touncontrollable behaviour. In this video
the depiction of values covers a merely material level. But furthermore ethical
values are questioned with the profane image of a child receiving a coin and
swallowing it.Innocent play can turn dangerous very quickly. The uncontrolla
bility of instincts invites seduction and abuse on a mental and physical plane.
Selfish and monetary pleasure is taking advantage of this weakness.
We do find this attitude in political propaganda, religion, advertising and
childpornography. The slow motion as well as the black and white images
of the video transfer the action into a timeless space; it could be a dream,
it might be memory, aphantasy, maybe it is a haunting sequence of something
being experienced.
Rayelle Niemann, freelance curator, Switzerland

Swallow Value, Video, 3:20 min, s/w, ohne Ton

Idee, Konzept: © Franz Gratwohl 1999, Kamera: Stefan Halter, Video-processing: Ursula Palla

